Pupil Premium Strategy Statement for Notley Green
Primary School
This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the
2021 to 2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our
disadvantaged pupils.
It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our
school.

School overview
Detail

Data

School name

Notley Green Primary
School

Number of pupils in school

400 (latest available
figures)

Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils

10.5%

Academic year/years that our current pupil premium
strategy plan covers

2021/2022

Date this statement was published

December 2021

Date on which it will be reviewed

July 2022

Statement authorised by

Local Governing Body

Headteacher

Emma Saward

Pupil premium lead

Lisa Turnbull

Governor / Trustee lead

Frances Khatcherian

Funding overview
Detail

Amount

Pupil premium funding allocation this academic year

£56,490

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year

£6090

Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous
years (enter £0 if not applicable)

£0

Total budget for this academic year
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this
funding, state the amount available to your school this
academic year

£62,580
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan
Statement of intent
At Notley Green Primary School, our ultimate objective is to overcome barriers to
learning and close any gaps between pupil premium and non-pupil premium pupils
ensuring that all children get the best possible provision leading to the best possible
educational and wider outcomes. We acknowledge that we have a moral purpose to
prepare children to be able to navigate an unknown and complex future and meet the
challenges that accompany it and work tirelessly to achieve this for all of our pupils.
We have used the work of Marc Rowland: Addressing Educational Disadvantaged in
Schools and Colleges: The Essex Way (2021). Focusing on key elements from the
book: relationships; metacognition and self-regulated learning; social, emotional and
mental health and language development and comprehension as a starting point for
our Pupil Premium Strategies. This work builds upon current national foci in understanding how schools address the impact of socioeconomic disadvantage on learning.
The study is clear that a school’s strategy for addressing disadvantage should focus
‘on the impact of socioeconomic disadvantage on learning’ (Rowland, 2021, p. 14).
Our current pupil premium strategy is divided into 3 sections: Teaching, Targeted
academic support and Wider strategies to include social, emotional and mental health.
and works towards ensuring our ultimate objectives are met:

Teaching











NPQ courses for middle and senior leaders
Evidence based strategies embedded: Metacognition, Co-operative learning
(KAGAN)
Professional development opportunities for all staff
Regular subject leader updates
Tailored CPD cycle implemented
CPD for LSAs
PSHE Curriculum developed with initiatives such as zones of regulation, Esafety
and anxiety
Make it stick principles – interleaving learning, low-stake testing (quizzes) use of
knowledge organisers
Rosenshine principles – 10 steps to effective teaching and learning
Quality first teaching
Metacognition and self-regulation embedded through marking and feedback
Targeted Academic Support




Precision teaching for small groups and individuals
Extra class texts to be purchased so that all PP children can have their own
copy in lessons



Review the deployment of LSA’s to effectively run daily targeted interventions
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Introduction of focused phonics interventions in KS2
Zones of regulation groups
Regular 1:1 learning conferences with a classroom adult to encourage and offer
emotional/academic support.
Speech and language, oral language interventions for those who need it
1:1 tutoring, using the school led tutoring grant and recovery premium.

Wider Strategies













Speech and language therapist
Play therapist
Attendance officer
Opportunities for music tuition
A mentor (trusted adult)
Daily meet and greet at the gate and at the classroom door
Visitors from the wider community, e.g local faith leaders to promote diversity
and cohesion and local professionals to raise aspirations through a ‘mini’ careers fair aimed at upper school.
Improve parental engagement
A place in Active-8 after-school club to enrich cultural capital
Forest school, sensory garden and allotment provision for all children
Regular pupil voice
A responsibility within the classroom or across school to raise self esteem
The key principles of our strategy plan are to:

‘Be specific. Focus on the causes, not the symptoms…The key to
unlocking educational opportunity is literacy. Pastoral and enrichment
approaches matter, but literacy, rooted in oral language must be at the
heart of every strategy.’ Marc Rowland, Unity Schools Partnership
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Challenges
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our
disadvantaged pupils.
Challenge
number

Detail of challenge

1

Poor language development.

2

Impact of family circumstances on children’s ability to focus on learning.

3

Low participation from parents with learning in school and at home

4

Limited previous cultural capital experiences which impacts their ability
to make links to the wider world and make connections within the
curriculum.

5

Social and emotional needs such as: anxiety, low levels of self-esteem
and motivation, self-regulation, mental health issues related to Covid-19

6

Low levels of concentration and ability to focus on learning

7

Poor attendance

Intended outcomes
This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan,
and how we will measure whether they have been achieved.
Intended outcome
Pupils will meet age-related
expectations in Reading.

Success criteria
Pupils across school show accelerated progress in
Reading.
- End of KS2 outcomes in 2024/25 show that
disadvantaged pupils achieve in line with their peers and
national figures for reading.
- Internal data across KS2 shows a rapid increase in
numbers of pupils on track to achieve age related
expectations pushing towards Greater Depth over the
next 3 years.
- Internal data across KS1 shows an increase in pupils
leaving KS1 meeting end of year age related
expectations and pushing towards Greater Depth for
reading.
- Year 1 phonics outcomes in 2021/22 to be at least in line
with national figures for disadvantaged pupils, then above
national figures by 2024/25.
- All disadvantaged pupils (except those where SEN may
be a factor) to have met phonics outcomes by the end of
year 2, so that no pupil is entering KS2 in the year
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Pupils will meet age-related
expectations in writing.

Pupils will meet age-related
expectations in Mathematics.

2024/25 without having passed the phonics screening
check.
Pupils across school show accelerated progress in writing.
- End of KS2 outcomes in 2024/25 show that
disadvantaged pupils achieve in line with their peers and
national figures for writing.
- Internal data across KS2 shows a rapid increase in
numbers of pupils on track to achieve age related
expectations, approaching national figures, over the next
3 years.
- Increase in pupils leaving KS1 meeting end of year age
related expectations over the next 3 years for writing.
Pupils show accelerated progress in Mathematics.
- End of KS2 outcomes in 2024/25 show that
disadvantaged pupils achieve in line with their peers and
national figures for maths.
- Internal data across KS2 shows a rapid increase in
numbers of pupils on track to achieve age related
expectations and pushing towards Greater Depth over the
next 3 years.
- Increase in pupils leaving KS1 meeting end of year age
related expectations and pushing towards Greater Depth
over the next 3 years in Mathematics.

Pupils attendance will be in line
with their peers

- Sustained high attendance by 2024/25 demonstrated
by:
- Attendance rates for disadvantaged pupils are in line
with their peers
- Attendance rates are in line or above national figures
- Pupils attend school every day
.

Improved speech and language
and communication for
disadvantaged pupils.

- Assessments and observations indicate significantly
improved oral language among disadvantaged pupils.
This is evident through triangulation, including:
engagement in lessons, book scrutiny, pupil voice as well
as through ongoing formative assessment.

Activity in this academic year
This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding)
this academic year to address the challenges listed above.

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention)
Budgeted cost: Staffing costs £46,316
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Activity

Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Quality First Teaching

“Good teaching is the most important
lever schools have to improve outcomes
for disadvantaged pupils ‘‘

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

Strong induction process for
new members of teaching and
support staff
Quality CPD for Teachers and
support staff

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Pupil_Premium_Guidance.pdf

Support for early career
teachers

EEF Pupil Premium Guidance (2015)
p.9

High levels of staff retention
Peer coaching

The EEF guide to the Pupil Premium advocates the priority on securing the highest quality teaching in the classroom and
the positive impact this has in particular
on the progress of our most vulnerable
pupils

Rosenshine principles of
effective learning are applied in
all areas of teaching
Metacognitive skills are applied
in all areas of teaching
Focus on oral language
interventions (dialogic
talk, helicopter stories,
vocabulary development
Mixed ability seating

“Survey data revealed a clear correlation
between outcomes for all pupils and outcomes for Pupil Premium pupils.” Spotlight on Disadvantage, National Governance Report key findings (2019)
All CPD will be research and evidence
based. Further training around planning
will incorporate the research-based
strategies described in Rosenshine’s
Principles of Instruction.
Subject specific training, and curriculum
design, based on Ofsted’s research.
Revisiting evidence based principles from
‘Make it Stick’, and Metacognition and
Self-regulation.
The following strands are rated highly in
the EEF Guidance documents on
Developing Early Literacy and Improving
Literacy in KS1 and KS2:
 Use a balanced and engaging approach to developing reading,
which integrates both decoding
and comprehension skills (DER-2
& KS1-2)
 Effectively implement a systematic phonics programme (KS1-3)
 Teach pupils to use strategies for
developing and monitoring their
reading comprehension (KS1-4)
 Support pupils to develop fluent
reading capabilities (KS2-2)
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Activity

Evidence that supports this
approach


Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Teach reading comprehension
strategies through modelling and
supported practice (KS2-3)

Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support
structured interventions)
Budgeted cost: approx. Budgeted cost: £11,290
(£ 3120 for S& L Therapist, Revision guides (R, W + M) for 10 year 6 children =
£120, Biscuit club tutoring £16 x 60 = £960, Texts £1000, £6090 as top up tutoring
funding to combine with the school led tutoring grant)

Activity

Evidence that supports this
approach

Speech and Language
Therapist

The EEF rates the impact of oral language interventions as +6 in its guidance
“On average, pupils who participate in oral
language interventions make approximately
five months' additional progress over the
course of a year”.
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidencesummaries/teachinglearning-toolkit/oral-language-interventions/ EEF (2018)
“ When it comes to vocabulary at age 5:
there is a 27% gap between the lowest income quintile and the highest; the lowest
quintile are
16% more likely to have conduct problems
compared to the highest quintile and the
lowest quintile are 15% more likely to have
hyperactivity problems compared to the
highest quintile.”
Waldfodel,J and Washbrook, E.V (2010)
Low Income and Early Cognitive
Development in the UK: A report for the
Sutton Trust. Sutton Trust
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Challenge
number(s)
addressed
1,2,3,4,5,6

Activity

Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Writing interventions

“Use one-to-one and small-group tutoring
ideally involving structured interventions.
There is consistent evidence the approach
supports children struggling with aspects
of literacy.”

1,2,3,4,5,6

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidancereports/literacyks-1/
EEF Literacy KS1 Guidance report recommendation 8

Y.2 and 6 Biscuit Club

“There is a strong and consistent body of
evidence demonstrating the benefit of
structured interventions for pupils who are
struggling with their literacy.”
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidancereports/literacyks-2/
EEF Improving Literacy in KS2 recommendation 7
The EEF rates the impact of small group tuition as +4 months as an intervention outside
of school

Mathematics interventions

“Evidence has shown that with high quality
structured programmes involving training,
those delivered by TAs can be as effective
as those delivered by teachers. “ https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Maths/EEF_Maths_EY_KS1_Guidance_Report.pdf

Y.2 and Y.6 Biscuit Club

EEF EY &KS1 Guidance report p.33
“Interventions should start early, be evidence-based and be carefully planned”
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/mathsks-2-3/
EEF KS2 & KS3 Guidance report Recommendation 7
The EEF rates the impact of small group tuition as +4 months as an intervention outside of school.
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1,2,3,4,5,6

Activity

Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Reading – extra copies of
high quality class texts

Research from the Centre for Literacy in
Primary Education advocates the use of
high quality texts to support children’s reading and their knowledge of the wider curriculum.

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

“Progress in literacy requires motivation
and engagement, which will help children to
develop persistence and enjoyment in their
reading.”
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidancereports/literacyks-1/
EEF Guidance Report recommendation 2
“Teach reading comprehension strategies
through modelling and supported practice
...texts should be carefully selected to support the teaching of these strategies”
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publication s/Literacy/KS2_Literacy_Guidance_-_Poster.pdf
EEF Improving Literacy in KS2 recommendation 3
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Wider strategies
Budgeted cost: £ 4974
(Learning mentor 3 hours per week x 39 weeks £1944, Attendance Officer £2000,
£350 P.E kit, School trips subsidy £200, Sports coach £480)

Activity

Evidence that supports this approach

Learning mentor

“Purposeful speaking and listening activities
support the development of pupils’ language
capability and provides a foundation for thinking
and communication”
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Literacy/KS2_Literacy_Guidance__Poster.pdf

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

EEF Improving Literacy in KS2 Summary recommendation 1
The EEF rates support for pupils in social and
emotional aspects of learning as having +4
months in impact. We have a significant number
of children that have social and emotional needs
which can affect their learning in class and attendance.
Specially trained LSAs will also work with individuals and groups of pupils with behaviour through
support and intervention, evidence from the EEF
shows this has a similar impact on pupils.
“To be successful, disadvantaged pupils will need
to feel like they belong in our schools and classrooms. Multiple studies have shown that where
relationships across schools are strong, the most
disadvantaged pupils will thrive”.
Addressing educational Disadvantage – The
Essex Way (2021) p.45 (copy held in school)
Working effectively
with parents

“Messages are likely to be more effective if they
are personalised, linked to learning, and promote
positive interactions by, for example, celebrating
success.”
Recommendation 3

Attendance Officer
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2,3,4,5,6,7

Activity

Evidence that supports this approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

“Focus on building parents’ efficacy— that they
are equal partners and can make a difference.
Recommendation 4
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/ParentalEngagement/EEF_Parental_Engagement_Summary_of_recommendations.pdf
EEF Parental Engagement Summary

Increase Cultural
Capital
School trips subsidy
£200

The EEF are currently conducting research into
attendance interventions to determine their
impact. Evidence suggests that even small
improvements in attendance can lead to
meaningful impact for pupil outcomes. The
attendance officer works with families to improve
attendance and increase the time children spend
in school, giving them access to high quality
teaching and learning which will improve their
outcomes over time.
‘The most important things to know (for learners)
are those things that last and which most influence other cultural developments’.
Making Kids Clever: A Manifesto for
Closing the Advantage Gap by David
Didau (2019)

Sports Coach £480

Total budgeted cost: £46316
+ 11290
+4974
£62580
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1,2,3,4,5,6,7

Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic
year
Pupil premium strategy outcomes
This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2020 to 2021
academic year.
Despite Covid-19 restrictions, engaging Themes and high quality First Teaching including: applying Rosenshine’s principles, dialogic teaching and metacognitive skills have enabled a
deeper and broader understanding of core subjects, as well as children’s cultural capital on a
wider level, to continue to develop and flourish. The Cultural Capital tracking document is followed and referred to, ensuring all groups of children have experience of a wide range of
world cultures and faiths across all year groups.
Confidence in Mathematical learning has shown through in class discussions, peer mentoring
and problem solving. Burnet News Club in Years 5 & 6 (now renamed Topical Talk) has enabled children to become better listeners and negotiators as well as independent thinkers, able
to form and express their own opinions on wider issues. Pupils have developed deeper reasoning skills and are more discerning in their use of the internet and social media in general.
Children are happy and proud to be part of the Notley Green family and take pride in their
learning, manifested in the high standards of displayed work from all groups of children,
across school.
Children learn collaboratively in mixed ability groups in most lessons, although this has looked
different this year due to restricted seating arrangements. Revision guides were used and referred to throughout the year for confidence building even though SATs did not go ahead. New
mathematical concepts are pre-taught and vocabulary introduced ahead of new units of learning. Regular Maths meetings are used to interleave learning, consolidate current learning and
introduce new learning. Higher level vocabulary and topic-appropriate language is modelled
and expected in daily lessons.
Teaching staff benefitted from Spelling CPD and learnt strategies are used regularly in lessons. Biscuit Club, delivered by highly skilled support staff, enabled pre-teaching, precision
teaching and re-visiting of key concepts to be embedded and help close gaps in learning.
Confidence in writing has shown itself in imaginative content, extended vocabulary, higher
level grammatical structures and punctuation, independence and overall quality of written
work. However, Grapple groups in English and Maths have been limited this year due to restrictions and staffing.
Where extra key class texts have been available to purchase, the system has been very successful: due to low stocks at suppliers however, not all requests were met. The pilot will continue next year over years 4, 5 and 6. Children use word banks, dictionaries and thesauruses
to challenge themselves. Aspirational and ambitious thinking is a target for the coming year.
The speech and language therapist works with identified pupils to improve understanding, receptive and expressive language skills. Staff are also skilled up to further work with specified
pupils and follow up between sessions.
Theme or current vocabulary is explicitly taught, modelled, referred to and displayed in each
classroom. Regular Reading For Pleasure sessions are held across school to promote a love
of reading. Class reading areas are developing with a growing range of a wider range of genres and a range of new texts have been purchased for the library. Reading at home is monitored weekly in class to actively encourage reading at home with an adult. PP children have
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read 1:1 and discussed their reading material with an adult in school on a daily basis as often
as possible. Recommended reading lists as well as reading question stems for parents have
been sent home to support reading out of school as well.
Post-lockdown, we were able to fund a further 5 days of Forest School sessions enabling all
classes to have participated at least once during the year. We have also funded Forest School
training for a member of staff to ensure we can further provide consistent learning opportunities across the school. The allotment has proved to be a great success with our pupils, providing a creative outlet to focus negative emotions and a huge sense of achievement when produce is harvested. The sensory garden is also flourishing and provides a serene sanctuary in
a beautiful environment when pupils need to refocus away from the classroom. Staff have reported that learning conferences (where staffing levels have permitted) have resulted in a
greater enthusiasm for learning and hidden talents to become uncovered, including art and
creative writing.
A revised and engaging PSHE curriculum, focused on relationships as well as Zones of Regulation and mindfulness techniques have enabled pupils to develop their own strategies to
build positive relationships with others and regulate their own emotions. All adults have strong,
positive relationships with pupils whereby recognition of small steps to success leads to pupils
feeling self-confident and willing to tackle new challenges. We have also funded Youth Mental
Health training for 2 LSAs. P.E kits have been purchased for children where needed, laundered by staff and kept in school. This has enabled consistent participation in P.E activities
throughout the year and self-esteem to be maintained and built upon. The attendance officer
has enabled attendance of our key PP children to improve through close monitoring and by
liaising with our pastoral team to improve parental commitment.

Externally provided programmes
Programme

Provider

X Tables Rockstars

TT Rockstars

White Rose Maths Resources

White Rose Maths

MyMaths

Oxford University Press

Century Tech

Century

Nuffield Early Language Intervention

Nuffield Foundation

WellComm Screening tools

GL Assessment

Phonics Tracker

Phonics Tracker

Letterjoin

Green & James

Testbase

Testbase
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Further information
Supporting our disadvantaged pupils is always at the forefront of our thinking and planning and
a wide range of strategies that are not dependent on Pupil Premium or Recovery funding are
used and in many cases embedded within our school culture. These include:



















Regular discussion and planning time set aside during key CPD sessions enable staff
to apply learning.
Teachers and support staff work extremely hard to close gaps in children’s learning
as well as ensuring any missed learning due to lateness or absence is caught up on
wherever possible.
During lockdown, weekly welfare calls were made to our vulnerable families and
where there had been little interaction during the week, this practice continues as
needed.
Weekly updates are sent out, including local support and resources available to parents as they become available.
Children send a personal invitation to parents to attend One Plan meetings, as well
as the official form that is sent to parents.
During lockdown, learning conferences were held via Teams which enabled some
parents to access when they previously couldn’t due to work commitments. We will
be likely to offer a mixed approach in future to ensure as high a parent turnout as possible.
Daily meet and greet from SLT on the gate.
Daily meet and greet from Classroom adults upon entering class and a chance to
offload any worries to ensure a positive start to the day.
Regular 1:1 reading wherever possible.
Regular learning conferences with classroom adult.
Guided groups for Maths and English as needed.
Zones of Regulation across school.
Bubble groups.
Engaging reading areas in every classroom and a well-stocked refurbished school library
Staff are always contactable via email as well as through notes in the communication
book which ensures strong relationships are fostered and maintained throughout a
child’s learning journey at Notley Green.
IT skills amongst pupils are increasing with greater consistency across year groups
due to new suites of laptops and I Pads being purchased and available across school.
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